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A method for constructing both orientable and non-orientable embeddings of 
Cayley graphs is described. This method yields all the previously known con- 
strucCons in addition to producing some new self-dual embeddings. 
I. BACKGROUND 
The first mathematician to focus his attention on self-dual embeddings of 
graphs was Lothar Heffter. In [lo], using elementary field theory, he con- 
structed orientable self-dual embeddings for the complete graphs K,, where p 
is a prime and p = 1 (mod 4). These he used to construct some invariants 
for the metacyclic groups. Heffter’s work appeared in 1898, and the next 
publication in this area did not appear until 1974. Arthur T. White, unaware 
of Heffter’s work, combined in [16] the Gustin and Youngs (as modified by 
Jacques) quotient graph theory with combinatorial group theory to construct 
orientable self-dual embeddings for roughly 50 ‘A of the complete regular 
n-partite graphs. This includes the family K,, where n = 1 (mod 4) but n 
need not be prime. White’s method, however, does not generalize Heffter’s 
construction, since in the latter the boundaries of the regions are cycles, 
which is not the case in the former. 
In 1975, David Pengelley [12] independently constructed orientable self- 
dual embeddings for K, where n 3 0, 1 (mod 4). The remaining cases are 
eliminated by the Euler-Poincar6 formula. Pengelley too made use of the 
above mentioned quotient theory, but his group-theoretic constructions were 
more explicit and less theoretical than those of White. Bouchet [2] generalized 
Pengelley’s method to obtain results equivalent to Lemma 3 and Theorem 5 
of this paper. 
*The results presented in this paper constitute aportionof the auth0r’sPh.D. dissertation, 
written at Western Michigan University, in August 1975. The author wishes to express 
his gratitude to his advisor, Professor Arthur T. White and to Professor Alden Wright, 
for their guidance and encouragement. 
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Heffter’s constructions were very ingeniously used by Jonathan Gross [6] 
to derive the crossing number of the octahedral graph K,,(z) , where p is again 
a prime of residue 1 modulo 4, on the orientable surface of genus 
(p - l)(p - 4)/4. Heffter’s construction was also generalized by Biggs [l] 
to construct maps whose automorphism groups are Frobenius groups. 
We will show here that these embeddings are in fact self-dual. 
The construction presented in this treatise generalizes all the above and 
also carries over to the non-orientable case. Applications are also given to 
self-duality of abelian groups. 
II. THE MAIN THEOREM 
It is assumed that the reader is acquainted with the current and voltage 
graph constructions as described in [7, 8, 15, 161. Familiarity with these is 
essential for the understanding of the methods utilized here. The graph- 
theoretical terminology agrees with that of [9]. All embeddings are understood 
to be 2-cell embeddings on surfaces (without boundary). Embeddings of 
finite graphs are always on closed surfaces. The orientable and non-orientable 
closed surfaces of genus n are denoted by S, and s, respectively. We note 
here, without further discussion, that the results of the aforementioned 
papers are unnecessarily restricted to finite groups. All the main theorems 
follow through in the context of finitely generated groups subject to only 
two stipulations, The excess voltage around every region of an embedded 
voltage graph has finite order, and infinite graphs are embedded on non- 
compact surfaces. / 
A voltage graph is said to be proper if the assigned voltages generate the 
group, if the trivial group element is not assigned as a voltage, and if group 
elements of order two are assigned to, and only to, singular arcs. Duals of 
embedded graphs are defined in the usual manner. The dual of a singular 
arc is also a singular arc. An embedding of a graph G is said to be self-dual 
if the dual of G in that embedding is isomorphic to G. 
We slightly modify a definition of Gross and Tucker [8] by defining a 
bouquet B(m, n) to be a pseudograph with a single vertex, m loops and n 
singular arcs. It is convenient to adopt the notation of Stahl and White [15] 
which denotes a voltage graph by a triple (G, r$, r) where + is the map 
which assigns to edges of the graph G values in the group r. The derived 
covering graph is denoted by G x *IY Finally, if R is a region of some embedded 
voltage graph (G, 4, r), and if c1 , e2 ,..., e, is the closed walk which is the 
boundary of the region R, we say that tie,), &e&..., +(eJ is a voltage 
sequence describing R. Note that any cyclic permutation of such a sequence 
also describes R and that if g, , g, ,..., g, is such a sequence, so is g;‘, 
-I -1 
gn-I ,*-., g, - 
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The following theorem provides. us with a method which describes all 
previously known self-dually embedded Cayley graphs. As it uses a proper 
voltage bouquet embedded with one region R, we note that if g is assigned 
as a voltage then one of the following will happen. Ef g has order greater 
than two, then any voltage sequence describing R contains either g exactly 
twice or g-l exactly twice or g and g-l each exactly once, and these possi- 
bilities are mutually exclusive. If g has order two, then any such voltage 
sequence contains g exactly once. If r is a group then lr denotes its trivial 
element; the Cayley graph of r relative to a generating set d is denoted by 
GA(r). Given such d, d-l = {g E I’ I g-l E d}. 
The following theorem was first proved in Stahl [13] by an application of 
the classification theorem for covering surfaces. The adaptation of a device 
used by Bouchet [2] has enabled the author to produce a purely com- 
binatorial proof. 
THEOREM 1. Let (B, 4, r) be a proper voltage graph where B = B(m, n) 
and r has order at least three. Let B be self-dually embedded so that the KVL 
holds for the unique region R of this embedding. Suppose a, , a, ,..., a2min is a 
voltage sequence describing R, and define 
bi = bj = ala2 *** ai-lai *.* a2m+n if Ui = a? 
bi = bil = ala2 *** ai-lai+l *** a,,,, if ai = a;’ 
bi = a,az ... ai-lai+l ... atmfn if ai2=lr. 
0) 
(2) 
(3) 
Let d =(aijl <i<2m+n} and fl*=(bi/l <i<2m+n} and 
suppose that r has an automorphism which carries A v A-l onto A * v (A *)-I. 
Then the covering graph B x J is isomorphic to the CayIey graph GA(F) and 
its derived embedding is self-dual. 
Proof That the covering graph G = B x J is indeed the Cayley graph 
GA(r) follows immediately from the voltage graph construction. Conse- 
quently, we may, and do, label the vertices of G by the elements of r. It is 
now shown that the regions of the derived embedding can also be labelled 
by the elements of l? Since a1 , a2 ,..., a2m+n is a voltage sequence describing R, 
it follows from the voltage graph construction that for each region # of the 
derived embedding there exists a unique element g of r such that the boundary 
of p is the closed walk g, gal , gala2 ,..., qala2 . . . a,,,,,, = g of G. Following 
Bouchet we define p = [g]. It is easily verified that the association g t) [g] 
is a well defined bijection of r onto the regions of the derived embedding of G. 
This labelling, in fact, exhibits the dual of G as isomorphic to the Cayley 
graph G,,(r). To prove this it suffices to show that if the regions [g] and [h] 
abut along some edge of G, then either g-lh or h-‘g is in A* and that for 
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any bi E d* there exists a pair of elements g and h of r such that g-V = bi . 
It is convenient to define for every c E F, clc = cu,u2 ,..., uk , 1 < k < 2m + n. 
Suppose now that the regions [g] and [h] abut along the edge (gi-l , gi) 
of G. Then there exists an integer x, 1 < x < 2m + n, such that g,-l = h, 
and gi = h,+, where E = f 1 and the indices are calculated modulo 2m + n. 
Now, 
ai = g;Ilgi = h,lh,+, = azfl if ~=l 
-1 
= a, if E = -1. 
The possibility that both x + 1 = i and E = 1 is eliminated by the following 
considerations. Were that the case, it would follow that g,-.l = hi-, and 
gi = hi . This, in turn would entail g = h and hence the regions [g] and [h] 
would abut along every edge. Since G is connected its embedding could 
only have two regions. As the KVL (applied to the unique region of B) 
implies that the number of regions of the derived embedding equals the order 
of r, we have derived a contradiction to the hypothesis that r has at least 
three elements. 
The proof now splits into three cases, corresponding to (l)-(3) above. 
Case I. There exists an index j f i such that uj = ai . It follows from 
our comments regarding the nature of voltage sequences that describe 
embeddings with only one region, that E = 1 and hence also a,,, = ui = a, . 
Hence, x + 1 = j and so g,+ = hjel . Therefore, if i < j then, using the 
KVL, we obtain 
or, 
gu, . . . U~-~ = ha, . . . q-l = h(u+zi+l . . . uzm+,J-’ 
g-lb = ~1~2 a.* ui-lujuj+, e.e US,+, = bi = bj. 
Similarly, ifj < i, then 
Case II. There exists an index j # i such that ui = UT’. Here, E = - 1 
and u;l = ai = u;l, so we conclude that x = j and giwl = hi . Therefore, if 
i < j, then applying the KVL we obtain 
or 
gu, . . . ai-1 = hu, a.. Uj = h(uj+l .a. U2m+Je1 
g-lh = U1 me. Ui-lUj+l...U,,+, = bi = bT1. 
Similarly, ifj < i, then 
h-lg = a, . . . ~~-,a~+~ . . . Use+,, = b;l = bj . 
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Case III. For all j # i we have aj f af . Hence ai = l,- . This entails 
E = - 1, i = X, and so g,-, = hi . Therefore, using the KVL we obtain: 
or 
gal . . . aiwl = ha, . . . ai = h(ai+l . . . a,)” 
g-lh = a, . . . ai-,ai+, . . . a,, = bi . 
It is now clear that the dual of G is indeed isomorphic to the Cayley graph 
GA*(r). The conclusion of the theorem now follows from Lemma 5.3 of 
White [16]. Q.E.D. 
Most of the subsequent constructions make use of abelian groups. The 
cyclic group of order k is denoted by 2, ; the direct sum of groups A and B is 
denoted by A @ B and A” is the direct sum of m copies of A. The identity 
of an abelian group is labelled 0. If m devides k then m2, is unique subgroup 
of 2, of order k/m. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let B = B(O,3) be embedded in the plane with the voltages 
in 2, @ Zz assigned as in Fig. la. The covering graph here is K4 and its 
regions are displayed in Fig. lb. It is easily verified that these regions define 
the well known self-dual plane embedding of K4 . 
hl) 
A 
b4 
(131) (a) (1x0 
We note that the automorphism of r carrying d onto d* is in fact neces- 
sary. The example constructed by Pengelley [12] shows that otherwise G need 
not be self-dually embedded. 
III. ORIENTABLE SELF-DUAL EMBEDDINGS 
Theorem 1 is now applied to produce some orientable self-dual embed- 
dings. All of these appear elsewhere, but in several of the cases proofs of 
self-duality do not appear. The following lemma was proved independently 
by Bouchet in [2]. Bouchet’s result, in turn, generalizes those of White [16] 
and Pengelley [ 121. 
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LEMMA 3. Let r be a finitely generated abelian group with subsets A, and 
A 2, such that 
(a) A, has an even number of elements, all of order at least 3, 
(b) A, n Ai1 = O, 
(c) A, contains only elements of order 2, 
(4 Cm2 g = 0, 
(e) A = A, u A, generates F. 
Then GA(r) has a self-dual embedding. 
Proof. With d, and A, as given define B = B(m, n) where m = 1 A, 1 
and n = / A, 1, Assign the elements of A, and A, to the loops and singular 
arcs of B respectively. Since m is even it is possible to embed B on S,,, with 
one region. Figure 2 demonstrates this for B = B(4,3); here the XC’s are the 
FIGURE 2 
loops and the aj’s are the singular arcs of B. The commutativity of r and the 
condition d guarantee that the KVL holds. An easy calculation shows that 
A* u (A*)-1 = d u A-l and hence by Theorem 1, GA(r) has the required 
self-dual embedding. Q.E.D. 
A special case of the Lemma 3 appears in White [16] where it is used to 
prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. If 4 divides s(r - l), then K,.(,) has an orientable self-dual 
embedding. 
Proof. In Lemma 3 set P = Z,, and A = Z,, - rZ,., . Q.E.D. 
Another sufficient condition was developed independently by Bouchet [2] 
and the author [13]. 
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THEOREM 5. If both s - 1 and r are divisible by 4, then K+) has a self- 
dual embedding on an orientable surface. 
Proof. Since 4 ( r we may write r = 2xy where x and y are positive 
integers such that x 3 2 and y is odd. We set r, = Z,, , I’, = Z,O and 
I’ = I’, @ r, , and select 
d, = r, - (0). 
Let yrI denote the unique subgroup of r, of order s. Then the set T = I’ - 
yr, - rs contains no elements of order 2 or less and T = T-l. Hence there 
exists a subset d, C T such that 
dlnfl;l = $3 and d, u A;’ = T. 
Moreover, the cardinality of A, is +(sr - s - (2” - l)), which is even 
because x > 2, 4 ] r and 4 1 (s - 1). Thus if we set d = A, u A,, then by 
Lemma 4, GA(r) has a self-dual orientable embedding. However, r - 
(A u k-l) = yr, , which is a subgroup of order s. Hence, GA(r) E KTcS) . 
Q.E.D. 
Coxeter and Moser (in [3], pp. 26-27) have exhibited two dual embeddings 
of the fundamental groups n(S,J, n > 1, in the plane. We now show that 
these embeddings are in fact self-dual. First, a lemma of a purely algebraic 
nature is stated; we simplify the notation by using the same letters to denote 
the abstract symbols of a group presentation and the group element they 
correspond to. The proof, which is straight-forward but somewhat lengthy, 
can be found in [13]. 
LEMMA 6. In the group (a1 ,..., a, , b, ,..., b, I ny=, aibia;‘b;‘) 
set: 
Then the map 
extends to an automorphism of r of order 2 (an involution). 
We now use this lemma to show that the embeddings of IT(&) given in [3] 
are in fact self-dual. 
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THEOREM 7. The fundamental group ~(S,,), n >, 1, has a se2f-dual em- 
bedding in the plane. 
Proof. It is well known (see Frechet and Fan [5], for example) that S,, 
can be presented as a 4n-gon with the identifications indicated in Fig. 3. 
The boundary B of this polygon is the bouquet B(2n, 0) and a voltage map is 
FIGURE 3 
defined on it by setting #(A) = [A] E rr(S,,) for each loop h ([A] is the homotopy 
class of A). Since the generators fl = ([old, [/$I; i = 1,2,..., n} satisfy the 
relation 
(4) 
It follows that the KVL holds. To calculate d * we set ci = [~i][/$][~J-l[&]-l 
and then it is easily shown that 
where 
A* = {Ai , Bi 1 i = 1,2 ,..., n} 
Ai = cl *-* c&3J-l ci+1 ‘a* c, 
Bi = cl *-* C&Y<] ci+1 *-* c, . 
Hence it follows from Lemma 6 and Theorem 1 that the derived embedding 
of GA(+‘,)) is indeed self-dual. Since (4) is the only non-trivial relation of 
rr(S,) it follows that,every circuit of G&J is the boundary of a union of some 
regions of G,(r). Hence the derived surface is simply connected and so must 
be the plane. Q.E.D. 
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We next turn our attention to embeddings of some complete graphs 
constructed by Biggs [l]. This construction generalizes one given in 1898 by 
Heffter [IO]. Let q = ps wherep is a prime,p = 1 (mod 4), and s >, 1. Let g 
be a cyclic generator of the Galois field F of order q. Since q - 1 is dividible 
by 4, the boundary of the polygonal presentation of 5&~,~ given in Fig. 4 
FIGURE 4 
is a bouquet B = B((q - 1)/2,0). Note that for k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., q - 2, we 
have gk = -gk+(g--l)iz in the additive group of F. Now, if we regard this 
figure as defining an embedding of the voltage bouquet B, the resulting 
covering graph is clearly isomorphic to K, . We refer to this embedding of K, 
as the Biggs embedding. 
THEOREM 8 (Biggs [l]). The Biggs embea5ling of Kp. is self-dual. 
Proof. Since CyZi gi = (1 - gQ-l)/(l - g) = 0, it follows that the KVL 
holds. Using the multiplicative notation of Theorem 1, for i = 1, 2,..., q - 1, 
ai = gi-l, and SO ai = a~:(,~),~ . Hence, for i = I,2 ,..., (q - 1)/2 
b&-l) /z =b,=l+g+ . . . + gi-2 + gi+‘Q-1’/2 + . . . + ga-2 
Q-2 
= C gi _ gi-l(l + g + . . . + gk-U/2) 
i=O 
= 0 _ gi-l ( ’ yf:“” ) = gi-l $.$.+ . 
Clearly now, (bi ( 1 < i < q - l} = {ai 1 1 < i < q - l} and hence, by 
Theorem 1, this embedding is self-dual. Q.E.D. 
In [16] White raised the question of which abelian groups have Cayley 
graphs which can be self-dually embedded on orientable surface. Since the 
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same question will be addressed later regarding non-orientable embeddings, 
we call such groups orientably self-dual. 
THEOREM 9. A jnitely generated abelain group is orientably self-dual if 
and only if its order is neither 2 nor 3. 
Proof. The only connected Cayley graphs of Z, and Z, are Kz and KS 
respectively. It is easily seen that neither of these can have a self-dual 
embedding. The trivial group 2, has the Cayley graph KI self-dually em- 
bedded on the sphere. Now let r be any finitely generated abelian group 
of order at least four. By the fundamental theorem of abelian groups there 
exist non-negative integers m and r, and positive integers m, ,..., m, , with 
mi 1 mi+l for i = I, 2,..., r - 1 such that 
Let s + 1 be the first integer such that m,,, > 2; in other words 2 = m, = 
m2 = ... = m, and m,,, > 2. Clearly 0 < s < r. Let gi be a generator of 
Zm, and let (h, ,..., hm} be a basis for Z”. The proof now splits into several 
cases, in each of which the sets d, and d, are defined so as to satisfy con- 
ditions (a)-(e) of Lemma 3. The proof will then be concluded. As the details 
are quite easy their verification is mostly omitted. 
Case I. The group r is cyclic. Assume first that I’ has order at least 5. 
We set .4, = (A f + f} and d, = @ , where f is any generator of r. Figure 5a 
A 
(b) 
FIGURE 5 
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exhibits this embedding for r = Z, and f = 1 on the torus A’, . If r has 
order 4, it must be Z, since r is cyclic. However, G(,,@,) = Kp and it is 
well known that K4 does have a self-dual embedding on the sphere (Fig. 5b). 
Case 2. The group r is not cyclic and s # 1. 
Case 2a. m + r - s is even. Here 
4 = hL,l , gs+z 9***, g, 3 hl ,***, hml 
A2 = {g,,g, ,**-, g, 9 g, + g, + ... + IL>. 
Case 2b. m + r - s is odd and exceeds 1. Here 
4 = {g,,, Y,&, hl ,"*, kn ,gs+1 + *** + g, + h + .** + haI 
A2 = bl ,".> &,gl+g2+***+KJ. 
Case 2c. mfr-s= l.Ifr-s =Oandm = l,set 
4 = {hl 9 hl+ M 
A2 = kl ,***> g, 9 g1 + g2 + *-* + gs). 
If m = 0 and r - s = 1 then either s = 0 and r is cyclic (see Case 1) or else 
s # 0, in which case we set 
4 = kT 9 gr + a> 
A2 = kl ,-**> gs,g,+g,+ ***+gs>. 
Case 3. r is not cyclic and s = 1. 
Case 3a. m + r is even. Setf = g, if r > 2 andf = ,h, otherwise. Then 
4 = {a +A h, ,...> h, , g, ,...,‘g,l 
A,= 0. 
Case 3b. m + r is odd. Since r is not cyclic, m + < > 3. Letfi and f2 
be arbitrary but distinct elements of (g2 ,..., g, , h, ,..., h,}. Then 
4 = {a +fi , g, +fz , g, , g, ,..., g, , 4 ,..., hJ 
A,= 0. Q.E.D. 
IV. NON-ORIENTABLE SELF-DUAL EWEDDINGS 
Voltage theory was extended to the non-orientable surfaces by Gross and 
Tucker [8] and Stahl and White [15]. The terminology and notation of the 
latter will be freely used here. Theorem 1 is now used to construct some non- 
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orientable self-dual embeddings. First an analog of Lemma 3 is proved. 
Note that in this case we need not assume that the voltage group is abelian. 
LEMMA 10. Let r be a group with jinite subsets A, = {ci 1 1 < i < m}, 
A, = {df 1 1 < j < n}, such that 
(a) all the ci have order at least 3, 
(b) A, n dyl = 0, 
(c) all the dj have order 2, 
(4 <l.-I~l CM-I,“=, 4 = lr , 
(e) d = .d, U A, generates r. 
Then G,(r) has a self-dual embedding. 
Proof. Set B = B(m, n) and let (B, 4, r) be the voltage graph defined 
by Fig. 6. Now embed B by means of the generalized embedding scheme (P, A) 
d 
? 
P: 3 * - . d2 
Cl 
The 
dl 
. ..* 
C m 
FIGW 6 
where P is the counterclockwise sense in Fig. 6 and A(e) is 1 or 0 according as 
e is a loop or a singular edge. Condition d guarantees the KVL for this 
embedding. Define 
a21c--1 = a2k = ck for 1 < k < m 
ak = dk--fm for 2m + 1 < k < 2m + n. 
It is now easily verified that the ba of Theorem 1 are given by bi = a;l for all i. 
Hence the derived embedding is in fact self-dual. Q.E.D. 
We now state, again without proof, analogs of Lemma 6 and Theorem 7. 
The proof of the lemma can be found in Stahl [14]. The proof of the theorem 
is similar to the proof of Theorem 7. 
LEMMA 11. If the group I’ has the presentation 
(al , a2 ,..., a, I a12a22 es- ~7,~). 
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Then r has an involution C$ such that 
$(aJ = ata: ... a~--,aia~+, .+. a,2. 
THEOREM 12. The fundamental group ~(3,) has a self-dual embedding in 
the plane. 
Theorem 12 shows that a non-orientably embedded bouquet may give rise 
to an orientable derived embedding. The following theorem shows that at 
least 80 % (by some naive measure) of all the complete regular n-partite 
graphs possess non-orientable self-dual embeddings. 
THEOREM 13. The graph KY(,) , with r > 1, has a self-dual non-orientable 
embedding tf any one of the following conditions holds: 
(a) s=O(mod4)andr>2; 
(b) s = 2 (mod 4) and r + 2 (mod 4); 
(c) s=landr=O(mod4),rf4; 
(d) s = 1 (mod 2), r + 2 (mod 4), r is not a power of 2, 
and (r, 4 f (3, 11, (5, 11, or (3,3). 
Proof. The cases are handled separately. In each case a finite abelian 
group F is defined and subsets d, and d, are defined which satisfy the 
hypotheses of Lemma 10. It will be clear that in each case r - 
(d, u dyl u d,) is a subgroup of r of order s and hence G+,*(r) E K7t8) . 
Also, in each case except d the closed walk in B carrying voltages 1, 1, -2 is 
$-trivial but not h-trivial (with B, 4, and h as defined in the proof of 
Lemma 10). Hence, by Theorem 4 of Stahl and White [15], the derived 
embedding is non-orientable. 
(a) s = 0 (mod 4) and r > 2. We set F = Z,, and note that since s 
is even, the set F - rl” contains no singular elements. Hence d, = $(r - rr) 
is well defined. If we also set d, = O, hypotheses (a), (b), (c) and (e) of 
Lemma 10 are clearly satisfied. As for hypothesis (d), we carry out the 
following calculations: 
2,; g+ c h 
1 h=A2 
=2[(1+2+ -*a + (r; - 1)) - r (1 + 2 + *a* + ($ - I))] + 0 
_ rs(s - 2) 
4 
r2s2 - 2rs - rs2 + 2rs = = 4 i rs(r - 1) = 0 (mod rs). 
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(b) s = 2 (mod 4) and r + 2 (mod 4). Here we again select r = Z,., , 
d, = o , and we note that since s is even the set r - rr contains no elements 
of order two or less. To define d, we must consider two subcases. 
(bl) r is odd. Here d, is constructed as in case (a), namely, d, = 
i(r - rr). Since both s and r - 1 are now even, we have 
2 Cg=rsgy=O (mod KS). 
DEAl 
(b2) r is even. Since r + 2 (mod 4) it follows that 4 divides r and 
hence 8 divides rs. We now set x1 = m/8 and define 
d, = [$(r - rlJ - {xl}] U {rs - x1}, A,= ia. 
In other words, the eIement x1 is deleted from +(I’ - rr) and replaced by its 
additive inverse. Note that the hypothesis s = 2 (mod 4) guarantees that x, 
is in I’ - rr. Now, however, 
2 c g = rs2(r4- l) - !f + zrs _ y 
BEAl 
s+2 
z Lrs- 
4 
- rs + 2rs = 0 4 (mod rs). 
(c) s = 1 and r = 0 (mod 4), r # 4. There exists an integer x such that 
r = 4x. We set r = Z,, = Z,, , d, = (1,2 ,..., 2x - l], and d, = (2x}. 
Then 
2 c g + 1 h = 2(1 + 2 + *-* + (2x - 1)) + 2x = 4x2 = 0 (mod 4x). 
gEAl gEA2 
(d) The proof of this case involves some rather unedifying and com- 
plicated calculations. It is omitted here and can be found in [14]. Q.E.D. 
As for the exceptional cases K3c1) , K6c1) , and K3t3) listed in hypothesis d, 
it is not known whether the last one possesses self-dual non-orientable 
embeddings. However, K3t1) = K3 obviously does not possess such an 
embedding. The same can be proved for &) = KS . To see this note that 
such an embedding would necessarily consist of five quadrilateral regions, 
with some of the vertices labelled as in Fig. 7. From here, however, it is easy 
to exhaust all the possible labellings of the other points in the diagram and 
to show that any such embedding must necessarily be orientable. This fact 
was already known to Vance Faber [4] in 1972. Finally, we have a non- 
orientable analog of Theorem 9. A group is said to be non-orientable self-dual 
if it has a Cayley graph which can be self-dually embedded on a non- 
orientable surface. 
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THEOREM 14. AJinitely generated abelian group is non-orientably self-dual 
if and only if it has order at least six. 
ProojI Let r be a finitely generated abelian group of order at least 6. If r 
is finite and 1 r I + 2 (mod 4), we set d = r - {0} and note that Gd(Q = 
Kh.1 . However, it follows from cases (c) and (d) of Theorem 13, that this 
graph does possess a self-dual non-orientable embedding. If I r I = 2 
(mod 4), then r can be factored as 
where each r, is a cyclic subgroup of I’, I r, / = 2, and I r, I is the power of 
an odd prime, for each i = 1,2 ,..., n. Since I r ] > 6 it follows that n 3 1. 
For each i let l i be a generator of ri . Set 
Al={fo+E1,E2 ).,,, E,,-E1--E2-***-E,), A,= 0. 
It is easily verified that these di satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 10. More- 
over, the circuit whose vertices are labelled 0, E, , 26, ,..., (I r, I - 1) E, 
clearly has odd length and so [15, Theorem 41 is applicable as well. Thus 
we have produced self-dual non-orientable embeddings for all finite abelian 
groups of order at least six. 
Now suppose r is iniinite. Hence there exist integers 1 f m < n, and 
cyclic subgroups ri (1 < i < n) such that 
r=r,o-or,, I r, I d I r,+, I for i = 1, 2,..., n - 1. 
and 
iw =2 ifandonlyif 1 <i <m. 
In particular, r, is infinite cyclic. For each i let Q be a generator for rd. 
Now, if m # 2, set 
A, = (E,,, , E,+~ ,..., E, ,2~,, , -E, - E,,,+~ - *.. - E,,-~ - 34 
A, = {cl, c2 ,..., E,-~, --Ed - Ed - ..* - E,,&. 
SELF-DUAL EMEEDDINGS 
Ifm = 2 set 
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A, = (~2 + ~1, ~3 ,..., en, 2~n, -e3 - e3 - +-- - l ,,..m1 - 34 
A,= o. 
It is again easily verified that in either case the hypotheses of Lemma 10 are 
satisfied. Moreover, the circuit required for [15, Theorem 41 to be applicable 
is the one whose vertices are labelled 0, c,, , 2~~ . This concludes the proof 
in one direction. 
The exceptional groups 2, , 1 < i < 5, have Cayley graphs isomorphic 
to Ki , 1 < i < 5, and to the 4-cycle and the Scycle. None of these graphs, 
however, possesses self-dual non-orientable embeddings. Q.E.D. 
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